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T

o address California’s historic housing affordability crisis, policymakers increasingly agree that housing
production must increase dramatically and quickly.

However, to produce enough new housing to keep the crisis from getting worse, California needs to recruit at least 100,000 new
residential construction workers. And to produce enough new housing to start making housing more affordable — production
levels not seen since the 1970s and 1980s — California needs at least 200,000 new construction workers.
This study examines the underlying industry and workforce dynamics standing in the way of meeting these ambitious
goals, while outlining cooperative strategies that could boost the labor market competitiveness and productive capacity of
California’s housing construction sector.

The construction labor market is tight and job vacancies are rising
d California non-supervisory construction workers’ unemployment rate was lower in 2017 than it was in 2006, when
statewide construction employment hit a historic peak.
d Since 2011, publicly posted vacancies for Construction Supervisors and the four trades central to housing production
(carpentry, laborers, electricians, and plumbers) have jumped as much as 75%.

Housing industry productivity lags behind public works construction and non-construction sectors
d Real Gross State Product per job for construction declined 18% between 1998 and 2017.
d According to the BLS, nationwide construction sector output per unit of labor declined by almost 13% between 1987–2016,
while productivity in other business sectors increased by 31%.
d Construction industry-wide, the specialty trades that supply labor for residential builders had the lowest productivity
and the most negative productivity growth between 2002 and 2012.
d The prefabricated manufacturing industry shed 40% of its workforce between 2005 and 2016, and large scale adoption of
standardization technologies is uncertain.
d For more than a decade, residential contractors have sought to meet rising demand for housing with increased employment
instead of increased productivity.

Wages and compensation in the housing construction industry are not competitive
d Adjusted for cost of living, median California construction trades pay ranks 46th in the United States.
d On average, residential construction workers earn 24% less per year than other jobs; less than half have health insurance
coverage at work.
d On average, residential construction workers earn 33% less per year than non-residential construction workers. The gap
has widened since 1990.
d Nonresidential subcontractors’ contributions for fringe beneﬁts are more than triple those made by residential contractors.
d When California housing production peaked during the 1970s and 1980s, average hourly pay rates for most residential and
non-residential construction workers were practically equal.
d The share of construction workers facing some form of wage theft is up 400% since 1972.

Construction jobs are physically demanding and economically risky
d On average, construction jobs require considerably longer commutes and more ﬂexibility in work hours than other jobs.
d Among all major industrial sectors, construction jobs have the third highest occupational fatal injury rate and a lifetime
risk of a lost-time injury of 78%.
d Construction work is seasonal and vulnerable to economic downturns. Workers face twice the earnings volatility of
other jobs.
d More than 365,000 California construction trades jobs were eliminated during the last recession (2006–2011).
Construction trades employment in 2017 remained 25% lower than 2006 levels.

The housing industry is older and its traditional labor pools are shrinking
d The construction labor force is getting older. Workers under the age of 35 went from being nearly 60% of all male
construction employees in 2006 to being only 36% in 2017.
d While 6% of Americans work in construction, a 2016 NAHB survey found only 3% of Americans aged 18–25 planned to
pursue a career in the construction trades.
d California’s stock of male workers with a high school degree or less has shrunk since 2005.
d Net ﬂows of unauthorized immigrants turned negative in 2007, and there are 350,000 fewer young, non-naturalized
immigrants in California’s labor force in 2016 vs. 2005.
d Housing construction wages are not competitive enough to lure young workers away from other states or industries.

The housing industry has not invested in apprenticeship training
d Apprenticeship training attaches workers to the industry and increases their lifetime earnings.
d Construction ranks with agriculture and the retail sectors as having the worst rates of skills training of all U.S.
industry sectors.
d While prevailing wages and collective bargaining agreements include apprenticeship funding mechanisms, these
investments are “voluntary” in the largely non-unionized residential sector.
d Joint Labor-Management programs funded by prevailing wage and collective bargaining agreements train 10 times
more workers than voluntary “Employer Only” programs.
d Data shows that career technology education, Job Corps, and government initiatives are neither scalable nor sufficient
to meet the industry’s needs.

Prevailing wage and collective bargaining boost labor market competitiveness and productivity
d The housing industry currently lacks the wage competitiveness and career training pipeline needed to offset the
physical and economic risks of construction. This is hindering its ability to attract and retain the workers needed to
increase production of new units.
d Prevailing Wage standards and collective bargaining agreements are consistently associated with higher wages,
increased apprenticeship enrollment, more production efficiency, and fewer workplace safety problems.
d Most peer reviewed studies have concluded prevailing wage has no signiﬁcant effect on overall project costs.
Housing builders’ reservoir of low-wage, less-skilled labor is not refilling itself. Background regulations that
promote labor-management cooperation around the vital elements of skilled construction workforce development
can play a vital role in restoring California residential building to the production engine that it once was.
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1

OVERVIEW

alifornia has under-produced new housing to meet the growth of jobs and households in
the Golden State. The shortfall has exacerbated housing cost burdens for California residents.
Recognizing that housing costs have depressed living standards, California policy makers
increasingly agree with academic and professional analysts that production must increase dramatically
and quickly to avoid even greater gaps between typical California incomes and housing costs.

C

To simply tread water and meet projected jobs and household growth, California must supply
over 210,000 new units of housing per year over the next seven consecutive years, according to the
California’s Housing and Community Development Department (HCD). That rate is more than double
the average annual number of housing units permitted in California between 2013 and 2017.
Production of epic proportions and duration will be necessary to actually alleviate California’s
afordability crisis. California needs to supply 3.4 — 3.5 million new units of housing — more than 15
percent of California’s existing housing stock — in order to reduce the costs that burden over forty
percent of California households.1 Production on this scale did occur over the two decades of the 1970s
and 1980s, when California permitted the construction of about 3.9 million new units of housing. To
accomplish this on the timeframe proposed by Governor-elect
Newsom, builders would have to develop and deliver 500,000
To simply tread water
units per year between 2018 and 2025.2
Construction of 100,000 units of new housing requires roughly
90,000 — 100,000 building trades workers.3 To meet HCD’s goal
of not losing additional ground, the construction workforce for
new residential building needs to nearly double. But California
housing contractors would need to attract, train and retain
well over 200,000 additional workers to meet an accelerated
production timetable.

and meet projected jobs
and household growth,
California must supply
over 210,000 new units
of housing per year
over the next seven
consecutive years

More than doubling the housing production workforce is a
daunting challenge under current conditions, which include near record-low unemployment. Housing
market analysts started as early as 2013 to warn that increasing percentages of contractors were inding
it diicult to recruit workers to meet demand for residential construction, and that labor shortages
lead to delays in housing starts, prolong the number of months of construction, and raise the prices of
inished houses. Those reports highlight particularly high shortages of carpentry subcontractors, who
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are the backbone of housing construction.4
There is little reason to expect success in doubling recruitment of workers if home builders persist in
adhering to laissez faire workforce strategies and economy-wide unemployment remains low. This study
examines the factors that have brought the housing industry to this point.
HOMEBUILDING “BUSINESS AS USUAL” EXPLAINS A NEGATIVE WORKFORCE
GROWTH OUTLOOK
T Construction employers require workers to accept extraordinary working conditions that narrow the
pool of workers willing and able to ill job openings;
T Housing construction work is subject to extreme business cycles and volatile earnings, which is
unattractive to skilled workers as well as to heads of families.
T Compensation for housing construction jobs is less competitive than work that poses equal or
less risk to worker health and welfare and is not structured to attach workers more permanently
to the industry.
T Firms in the construction sector — and housing builders and residential specialty subcontractors in
particular — under-invest in formal workforce development.
T The construction sector — and housing construction in particular — has been a laggard in terms of
productivity growth.
CALIFORNIA LABOR SUPPLY DYNAMICS HAVE CHANGED
Labor supply dynamics that had favored housing builders when they faced surges in demand came
to a halt with the Great Recession of the late 2000s. Over the 20 year period between 1970 and
1989 — when California sustained housing production that averaged over 200,000 units per year — the
state’s labor force grew by almost 80%, or a compound annual rate of 3.1 percent. Though overall labor
force growth rates slowed between the 1990s and 2005, the population of foreign-born immigrants
to California doubled and housing contractors drew heavily from this well of less skilled — but highly
motivated — workers. Since the peak of California construction employment in 2006, however, the
number of younger California’s males in the labor force has contracted, and inlows of less-skilled
immigrants from Mexico have slowed.
Shallower pools of young and newly arrived labor makes attracting, training and retaining workers from
other sources essential to the housing industry.
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The most obvious ways to increase the size and productive capacity of the workforce are the
inverse of the traits listed above that have dogged housing construction:
T Smooth out housing production cycles over the seasons and across the years;
T Improve the working conditions under which housing trades workers labor relative to
other occupations;
T Attach skilled workers to the industry through fringe beneit plans that are portable from contractor
to contractor.
T Invest in apprentice and skills-upgrade training;
T Increase the eiciency with which land, capital and labor are combined in order to increase the
output of inished housing relative to total cost inputs;
T Attract more skilled workers with increased pay
HOUSING CONSTRUCTION WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT IS A COLLECTIVE
ACTION PROBLEM
Investments in recruitment, training, and in retention-oriented compensation plans can only come from
workers, housing project budgets, or taxpayers. In an environment of volatile demand and cut-throat
competitiveness, “the long-term costs of maintaining the health
and skills of the [construction] labor force are put of or never
paid at all.”5
In an environment

of volatile demand
and cut-throat
competitiveness,“The
long-term costs of
maintaining the health
and skills of the
[construction] labor
force are put off or
never paid at all.”

Major players in the construction industry have long recognized
the risks of under-investment in workers’ skills, and have called
for project owners and contractors to commit resources to train
and retain a quality workforce. The fact that reports appear
every business cycle that decry underinvestment by contractors
in workforce development highlights the fact that employers’
voluntary coordination eforts to meet these challenges have
been inadequate or unsuccessful.

The temptation to gain competitive advantage or increase proit
margins during good times of unpredictable duration by not
making long-run investments in training and fringe beneits
overwhelms the potential rewards of cooperation. Until the rules of housing production are revised, the
record of residential construction contractors voluntarily implementing any of the above strategies will
continue to fall short.
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PUBLIC INTERVENTION IS NECESSARY
Prevailing wage laws that apply to contracts for construction with state and local government agencies
address the collective action challenge for recruitment, training, and retention for the workforce that
builds public infrastructure.* The laws buttress a nearly century-old workforce development innovation
that was generated through private collective bargaining: the “joint apprenticeship committee.”7
Building trades unions and employers who are party to craftspeciic collective bargaining agreements jointly administer
training beneit plans that provide both classroom and onthe-job training to aspiring journeyman across all skilled
construction crafts. Industry coordination has been extended
through collective bargaining to the creation of multi-employer
health care and retirement fringe beneit plans. Taken together,
these plans, funded out of the construction worker labor
compensation package, promote recruitment, training, and
“attachment” of skilled workers to the industry, reducing
turnover, and thereby increasing workforce productivity.8

Additional state policies
to enforce wage,
workers compensation
insurance, and tax
laws would help to
disincentivize continued
residential construction
dependence on
“underground economy”
practices.

Public works’ labor standards apply to a signiicant percentage
of construction work — roughly $1 out of every $5 spent
statewide on construction — but the standards are largely
relegated to nonresidential construction.9 Collective bargaining agreements inluence a signiicant
percentage of privately owned nonresidential construction projects in California.

Residential building is largely divorced from prevailing wage and/or collectively bargained labor
standards. In fact, the residential construction sub-sector has become a major center of “underground”
economic activity, including wage theft, tax fraud, and the shifting of costs onto taxpayers.10
Transitioning housing builders from a “low road” workforce strategy to the “high road” of a better
compensated, more stable and productive workforce will entail private sector adjustments and public
sector investments in counter-cyclical inance for housing construction during private sector building
recessions. Evidence from the realm of public works construction indicates that owners and contractors
adjust to the introduction of prevailing wage laws within a relatively short period of time.11
The State of California needs a plan for bridging the period of transition. The experience of three
decades has demonstrated that residential developers will not commit to even transitory costs
voluntarily and unilaterally. Absent a clear system of incentives for workers, contractors, and private

*The law sets uniform standards and ensures that a portion of pay for construction workers on public works projects is withheld and allocated to building trades training programs. The
wage standards also provide funds suicient for health and retirement beneits, which reward workers who atach themselves to the construction industry over extended periods of time.
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developers, it is practically assured that California will fall far short of new housing production needs.
It is beyond the scope of this study to lesh out speciic terms of a package of incentives and
disincentives. Research on the impacts of government regulation of land use, density, parking,
development impact fees, building code provisions is extensive and ongoing, and can assist policy
makers in their eforts to design a package of reforms.12
It is clear, however, that California’s elected leaders must decide to require apprentice utilization and
payment of prevailing wages for projects that beneit from state funding or state regulatory reforms
that balance housing project costs with project value. Additional state policies to enforce wage, workers
compensation insurance, and tax laws would help to disincentivize continued residential construction
dependence on “underground economy” practices.
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Building Trades Labor:
less slack, more search, lat wages

alifornia construction sector gross domestic product is below that of the expansion of the
2000s, but the state’s construction labor market is now tighter than ever. California nonsupervisory construction workers’ unemployment rate was lower in 2017 than it was in 2006,
when statewide construction employment hit a historic peak. If construction employment is to return to
previous heights of employment, contractors will need to attract workers who are not already building
trades workers.

C

Figure 1 | Less slack in the supply of California building and construction trades workers

Notes: Includes all non-supervisory construction industry building trades workers
Source: IPUMS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org

Contractors have had to search harder to ill building trades vacancies since the Great Recession. Job
vacancy postings data from The Conference Board Help Wanted Online™ Data Series indicate that
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California construction employers’ building trades vacancy postings in 2017 equaled one-ifth of the
total building and construction trades work force at the beginning of the year, with higher percentages of
online job vacancy postings for speciic trades (Figure 2).
Construction supervisors are in highest demand: On a base of under 50,000 supervisors employed statewide,
28,000 vacancies were posted in 2017, up 75 percent from 2011’s volume. The publicly posted job vacancy rate
increased from 38 percent in 2011 to 58 percent in 2017. The jumps in the vacancy rates between 2011 and
2017 for four construction trades that are essential to housing construction also are notable.13
Figure 2 | California Help Wanted Online™
construction vacancy rates

Figure 3 | Relative wages, selected
California occupations

Annual postings as % of same-year, irst quarter employment
Source: California Employment Development Department

An occupation-speciic labor shortage generally is expected to drive employers to increase an hourly
wages relative to other wages. Wage behavior for California construction trades workers, however, has
not followed any clear, simple pattern.
Since 2006, the wages of construction laborers and electricians, relative to wages of all other occupations,
have risen. Electricians are perhaps the most trained, best paid, and regulated of all the major California
building trades.14 Construction laborers are at the other end of the spectrum. The relative wages of
carpenters and plumbers have declined and construction supervisors’ relative wages have been lat. More
complex dynamics for relative wage trends clearly are in play.
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3

hile only 5 percent of the population works in construction occupations, an even smaller
percentage of young Americans aim to have a career in the building trades. The National
Association of Home Builders (NAHB) surveyed young adults age 18 to 25 in 2016 and found
that only 3 percent of those who know what they want to do will pursue the construction trades.15
Roughly one-quarter of the young adult survey respondents were undecided about their future career.

W

Among young adults who had not identiied a preferred career, nearly two in three said that they had zero
or little likelihood of opting to work in the building trades. The preferences that led undecided young
adults to discount construction trades work as a possible career are depicted in Table 1:
Table 1 | Why not the trades?

Table 2 | Beliefs re: construction trades annual pay

Too physically demanding

48%

Too dificult

32%

Not an ofice job

26%

Under $25,000

9%

$25,000 - $50,999

34%

$51,000 - $75,999

34%

$76,000 - $100,000

11%

Over $100,000

2%

Pay is below respondent’s goal

19%

Not a career that requires a college degree

18%

Seasonal work

18%

Outdoor work exposed to elements

17%

Don't know

10%

# of survey respondents

328

# of survey respondents

2,001

Source: NAHB (2017)

Levels of compensation and chances to advance are important factors that motivate pursuit of a career.
The NAHB asked survey respondents to estimate the annual earnings levels of the building trades. Most
respondents thought that building trades incomes ranged between $25,000 up to $76,000 (Table 2).
More than 60 percent of the NAHB survey respondents who were undecided about a career preference
said that chances were slim to none that they would consider a career in the trades. Of those, 25% said
that that no amount of money would attract them to the trades. One-ifth of the young construction
skeptics said that $75,000 — $100,000 would make them reconsider; another ifth said that it would take
at least $100,000 to change their minds.
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In sum, young people believe that building trades careers involve strenuous and diicult working
conditions and also believe that annual pay in the trades falls short of attractive levels. The next sections
validate these perceptions, particularly when it comes to work in the housing construction industry.
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Building trades jobs’ unattractive
requirements and risks

uilding trades work under status quo conditions is atractive to the few, not the many, as the
2017 National Association Home Builders survey of young adults considering future careers
revealed. The job requirements are diicult or undesirable for many working people. Sections
4.1 and 4.2 below summarize the major diferences in requirements between construction trades jobs
and all jobs.

B

The factors that weigh against choosing to work in construction do not end with job requirements.
Labor market participants assess both potential rewards from investing their time or money in a
particular opportunity and risks. Building trades work entails risks to earnings and to health that are
two-to-three times greater than average risks faced by all workers, as summarized in Section 4.3.
4.1 REQUIREMENTS: PREPARATION, MOBILITY & SCHEDULE FLEXIBILITY 16
Construction work has reduced status and appeal for workers with higher levels of educational
attainment, yet often requires workers to come to a job with skills. It also requires lexibility with respect
to travel and work hours, which is often diicult for dual-earner households with children.
Most housing-related construction jobs do not require educational credentials in excess of a high school
diploma or its equivalent. Educational attainment levels within California’s blue-collar construction
workforce have shifted over recent decades. The percentage of male employees of general building
contractors and specialty trade contractors who have less than a high school education rose from 22
percent to 27 percent between 1992 and 2017. The share of the California construction industry’s nonsupervisory workforce with an 8th grade education or less has risen to 20 percent.17
In contrast to educational prerequisites, higher percentages of construction trades jobs require greater
pre-employment training. The average number of days that construction workers have received preemployment training is 700, ive times greater than the 140-average number of days of training received
by all workers.18
Key requirements for many construction trades workers revolve around mobility and lexibility with
regard to hours of work, factors that deter people interested in work-life balance:19
T 80 percent of building trades jobs require workers to work at least four diferent locations over the
course of a year versus less than 25 percent of all U.S. jobs.
T Unscheduled overtime, unexpected weekend hours, and unexpectedly shortened work days all are
more common for construction workers than for workers overall.
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T The typical California construction worker’s departure time for work is 45 minutes earlier in the day
than for all other male workers.
T Average reported time spent traveling to work by male California construction workers exceeds that
of all other male California employees by 33 percent.
4.2 PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS, AND COSTS
TO HEALTH
Physical and environmental job requirements and conditions factored heavily into the high percentage
of young Americans surveyed by the NAHB who were uncertain about their future career, but fairly
certain that they do not want to work in construction.
Construction workers are in fact exposed to a range of demanding physical and environmental working
conditions. Table 3 summarizes the degree to which unattractive requirements or conditions apply
to construction workers compared to the overall civilian workforce: The conditions summarized
Table 3 | Construction occupational requirements

Requirement/Condition

Incidence Rate/Estimate

Rate/Estimate compared
to All Occupations

Climbing ladders, ropes, or scaffolds

87 -97%

5 times greater

Work in high, exposed places

78 - 91%

6 - 7 times greater

Kneeling

89%

2 times greater

Level of strength: heavy or very heavy

55%

over 3 times greater

Exposure to extreme heat

21%

2 times greater rate

Exposure to heavy vibration

41%

over 8 times greater

Exposure to loud noise intensity level

50%

almost 4 times greater

Proximity to moving mechanical parts

75%

3.5 times greater

Exposure to hazardous contaminants

48%

Over 3 times greater

Lift or carry maximum weight of …

50 - 65 lbs. (median)

20 – 35 lbs greater

Exposure to hazardous contaminants

48%

Over 3 times greater

50 - 65 lbs. (median)

20 – 35 lbs greater

Lift or carry maximum weight of …

Source: U.S. BLS Occupational Requirements Survey, 2017
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above contribute to construction occupations’ high ranking
for workplace injuries and fatalities. In 2017, construction
occupations’ incidence rate for accidents that required days
away from work was over 2.4 times greater than the overall
rate in California and ranked second-worst out of all major
occupational groups.20
One of every ive serious workers’ compensation insurance
claims — which involve death, permanent total disability or
major permanent partial disability — is related to a construction
trades employee, despite the fact that construction trades jobs
account for less than one out of every 25 California jobs.21

Risks of fatal and
nonfatal injury
accumulate over
a working lifetime.
For a working life in
construction, the risk
of fatal injury was
approximately one
death per 200 full-timeequivalent employees...

Construction has the third highest occupational fatal injury rate
of major industry sectors in California, a rate that is more than
two and one-half times greater than the rate for all sectors. The industry accounts for about 6 percent of
total workers, but 16 percent of fatal workplace injuries.22 During the building boom of 2003-2006, 106
construction workers died on California residential job sites, an average of over 26 workers per year.23
Ten times that number sufered reportable injuries. A total of 294 California construction industry
trades workers died in occupational incidents from 2011-2016.24
Risks of fatal and nonfatal injury accumulate over a working lifetime. For a working life in construction,
the risk of fatal injury was approximately one death per 200 full-time-equivalent employees (FTEs)
according to a recent study in the American Journal of Industrial Medicine. The adjusted lifetime risk of
nonfatal injury resulting in days away from work was an astoundingly high 78 per 100 FTEs.25
4.3 CONSTRUCTION CAREERS ARE ECONOMICALLY RISKY
Volatility of employment and earnings factor into Californians' calculations of whether or not to
dedicate their labor toward housing production. Construction sector employment is unstable, both over
the course of years-long business cycles and within a year’s seasons.
Construction workers, most of whom are male, face two times greater-than-average earnings volatility
than do all male workers economy-wide.26 Even in years when demand for construction is high, the
irregularity of construction labor demand results in construction employees working — and getting paid
for — fewer total annual hours than men in all other jobs, on average.27
Employment and earnings risks for construction workers have been particularly high in California.
California statewide construction sector employment as a percentage of total employment is close to the
average for the past ive decades,28 but workers only have to think about the roller coaster of the past 25
years to be reminded that construction is an extraordinarily turbulent industry.
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The Census Bureau estimates that construction employment of men without four-year college degrees
nearly doubled — an increase of about 300,000 jobs — between 1993 and 2006. Within 4 years, 250,000 of
those jobs were gone. Construction employment of men without bachelor’s degrees in 2017 remained 13
percent lower than 2006 levels.29†Many construction workers cannot count on the sector to employ them
consistently for the span of a career.
Residential building accounts for a large part of the construction sector’s instability. Figure 4 relects
employment in two distinct construction sub-sectors relative to total private employment.30 The
residential construction industries’ employment rate relative to total private sector employment doubled
between 1995 and 2006, only to crash by more than 50 percent in the ive years between 2006 and 2011.
By 2017, total employment for single-family general contractors and residential specialty contracting
irms had recovered ground, but still had not recovered in relative terms to even 2001 levels.
Nonresidential construction employment, Figure 4 shows, has grown to twenty-plus-year record heights
Figure 4 | Residential vs Nonresidential Employment per 1,000 Private Jobs

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages

during the current construction business cycle. Relative to residential construction, employment in
nonresidential construction has been far less volatile. California’s residential framing contractors and
workers have had the roughest of rides on the housing rollercoaster. In 2001, 728 residential framing

†

The greater San Jose — San Francisco — Oakland Bay Area is an exception to the statewide rule. Construction sector-wide employment for Bay Area metropolitan statistical areas that
report construction employment surpassed their prior 2001 peak in the mid-2018. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics total industry employment data available via
htps://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=lXW5.
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specialty contractor establishments did business in California and employed over 25,000 workers. By
2006, the housing bubble’s peak, 100 irms and over 50 percent more employees had been added to the
state’s framing subcontractor supply. By 2011, 80 percent of the framing workforce had been wiped out.
By 2013, California had over 300 fewer residential framing contractor establishments than it had had
in 2006. By 2017, after six years of recovery, the residential framing industry’s inlation-adjusted total
payroll and the number of all employees were still more than 20 percent lower than 2001 levels.
Turning to occupational employment, carpenters and laborers have been subjected to the most
extreme swings over the past 20 years (Table 4). Employment for both trades remain one-third below
the mid-2000s housing bubble peak. The number of construction supervisors employed in 2017 was
also signiicantly lower than during the previous decade. Employment of electricians and plumbers (the
building equipment trades), on the other hand, has recovered. Building equipment trades workers enjoy
more options for employment, including performing alterations and maintenance as well as work for
utilities, the entertainment industries, and government agencies.
Table 4 | California occupational employment, selected trades in selected years
All
Construction

First-Line
Supervisors

Carpenters

Laborers

Electricians

Plumbers

2006

816,000

65,000

145,000

142,000

60,000

49,000

2011

449,000

38,000

57,000

84,000

42,000

30,000

2017

613,000

52,000

97,000

97,000

63,000

48,000

2006-2011 (#)

(367,000)

(27,000)

(88,000)

(58,000)

(18,000)

(19,000)

2006-2011 (%)

-45%

-42%

-61%

-41%

-30%

-39%

2011-2017 (#)

164,000

14,000

40,000

12,000

21,000

18,000

2011-2017 (%)

37%

37%

71%

14%

50%

60%

2006-2017 (#)

(203,000)

(13,000)

(48,000)

(46,000)

3,000

(1,000)

2006-2017 (%)

-25%

-20%

-33%

-32%

5%

-2%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics.
Estimates rounded to the nearest thousand.31
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Housing trades’ compensation
is decreasingly competitive

hree facts about compensation (pay and beneits) help explain why residential builders and
subcontractors in 2017 ind it diicult to atract and retain productive workers:32
1. The construction sector no longer delivers a compensating diferential in pay and
beneits that ofsets the trades’ less attractive requirements and risks.
2. A compensation gap separates relatively low-paying residential construction work and
higher-paying nonresidential construction work.
3. The residential pay penalty has increased, not shrunk, despite strong demand for
residential construction services.

5.1 THE BUILDING TRADES’ “COMPENSATING DIFFERENTIAL” HAS SHRUNK
Construction work delivered substantial hourly wage premiums to blue collar building trades workers
during much of the post-World War II era. Economists explained that the premium was a “compensating
diferential” for the working conditions and risks discussed in Section 4.33
The construction wage diferential has declined signiicantly since the 1970s. One study traced the
income diferential for male employees of the U.S. construction industry versus the services sector and
found that the diferential, after accounting for various earnings control variables, had declined by 2008
to only one-third of early 1970s peak levels.34 The decline is attributable primarily to falling construction
wages rather than rising wages of other workers.35
Pay diferentials have vanished for employees of building subcontractors, but not for employees of
contractors inluenced by prevailing wage laws and collective bargaining, nationwide data indicate.
A recent academic study included analysis of three construction sub-sectors: building construction
(general contractors); heavy and highway construction; and specialty trade contractors (usually
building subcontractors). Housing contractors fall within the building construction and specialty trades
categories, whereas heavy construction includes more public works projects, which often are subject
to prevailing wage requirements. The authors’ statistical analysis of data spanning 1990 to 2001 found a
negligible overall industry wage diferential for U.S. specialty trade contractors but a substantial industry
wage diferential of nearly 20 percent for heavy construction. The overall industry wage diferential for
general contractors was less than ive percent.36
The changes to labor markets and compensating diferentials are apparent in California earnings data.
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The typical annual full-time, year-round pay of California construction trades workers in 2017 was equal
to that of the typical comparable California male: about $40,000 in 2017 dollars (Table 5).37
Table 5 | California 12-month earnings of male workers without a four-year college degree

Full-time, year-round private & public employees & the self-employed
Average

25th
Percentile

Median

75th
Percentile

No. of
workers

All workers exc. Construction
Industry Building Trades

$53,395

$26,000

$40,000

$65,000

4,091,117

Construction Industry Building
Trades Workers

$48,343

$25,000

$40,000

$60,000

536,223

Total

$52,809

$26,000

$40,000

$65,000

4,627,340

Source: Analysis of U.S. Census, American Community Survey 2017 1-Yr PUMS ile

The construction wage diferential has turned negative in certain California regions where demand for
construction workers has risen the most. In the San Francisco — Oakland metropolitan area, as shown in
Figure 5, a gap has appeared and grown between the average monthly earnings of male workers without
a four-year college degree who are employed by building foundation, structure, exterior, and inishing
specialty contractors versus the average for all male workers without a degree.38
Figure 5 | Relative average earnings of building structure and inishing specialty trade workers

Source: QWI Explorer application, U.S. Census Bureau, qwiexplorer.ces.census.gov
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Fringe beneits for construction workers have also become less competitive. Nationwide, according to
one recent study, the overall uninsured rate for the prime working age population with full-time jobs,
was about 12 percent. Carpenters and construction laborers were uninsured at about triple that rate.
Half of roofers, drywall workers, plasterers, and stucco masons reported not having insurance.39
California contractors ofer fringe beneits at low rates to building trades workers, echoing the national
statistics. Only one third of construction industry trades workers are policyholders for employmentbased health insurance, compared to over half of all other employed male civilian workers, according to
data from the Annual Social and Economic Supplement of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Current
Population Survey (CPS).40 California construction workers’ rate of coverage under any employer- or
union-provided health care insurance ranks 35th out of all of the United States, proximate in rank to
Alabama, Colorado, Louisiana, Nevada, and Virginia.41
5.2 HOUSING CONSTRUCTION COMPENSATION IS BELOW AVERAGE
Nationally, residential builders and their specialty trade subcontractors have tended, in the words of
nationally renowned labor economists writing in 1968, to stand “at the end of the line for manpower.”
This largely because in some localities wages and beneits are lower in homebuilding than
elsewhere in construction, and overtime opportunities are fewer. … [W]hen commercial and
heavy construction are active in the context of a high employment economy, shortages are
likely to be particularly severe for home builders.42
Figure 6 shows that, nationally, residential specialty trade contractors’ total compensation (wages
plus voluntary fringe beneits) is substantially below the economy-wide average. Average hourly wages
for nonresidential specialty contractors are more than 30 percent greater than those for residential
specialty contractor employees. In all, nonresidential specialty contractors’ average voluntary hourly
compensation costs are almost 50 percent higher than average voluntary compensation costs for residential
specialty contractors. Nonresidential contractors’ contributions for voluntary fringe beneits are more
than triple those made by residential contractors.‡
Diferentials in fringe beneits between residential and nonresidential specialty trades employees help
to explain residential contractors’ diiculty attaching skilled crafts people to careers building housing.
A peer-reviewed study in 2010 found that only 35 percent of blue-collar construction workers who
are not covered by collective bargaining had health insurance that was paid for at least in part by an
employer. This same study found that health insurance funded through collectively bargained employer
contributions to plans that are portable within the construction industry increased industry-retention

‡

All average wage statistics intentionally focus on the specialty trades industries. White-collar employees as a share of total industry employment is much higher percentages in NAICS 236
“building contractor” industries.
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rates by up to 40 percent, compared to baseline retention rates of construction workers without any
health insurance coverage.43
During the 1970’s and 1980s, when California produced more than 200,000 units of housing annually,
urban coastal California had been an exception to the general rule that residential contractors paid much
Figure 6 | Average employer costs for employee compensation per hour worked, March 2018

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Compensation Survey unpublished estimates

less than nonresidential employers. A 1973 U.S. BLS construction wage survey found that average hourly
pay rates for carpenters, cement masons, electricians, plumbers, roofers, and sheet metal workers in the
metropolitan areas of Los Angeles-Long Beach and the San Francisco Bay Area were practically equal
across the major types of construction, including residential buildings under ive-stories.44
De-unionization of residential building between 1970 and 1990 transformed the structure of
construction wages in California. By 1990 the statewide average annual pay for employees of
nonresidential specialty trade contractors was 31 percent higher than the average for residential specialty
trade contractor employees.46 That pay gap grew over the next 27 years.
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5.3 CALIFORNIA’S HOUSING COMPENSATION GAP HAS INCREASED, NOT SHRUNK
A wage penalty for California residential construction work grew markedly between 1990 and
2000. Figure 7 shows that inlation-adjusted, average annual pay for all employees of residential
specialty contractors was essentially lat between 1990 and 2000, while average pay for nonresidential
subcontractors rose more than 13 percent.
Wage growth for all specialty trade contractors, however, was less than the growth of average annual
wages economy-wide between 1990 and 2005. Figure 8 shows that during this period, annual pay per
employee for both residential and nonresidential building contractors fell relative to average statewide
pay across all industries — though the decline was much more signiicant in the residential sector.§
Figure 7 | California average annual pay per job, all employees, by industry

Source: California Employment Development Department, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages

§

The Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages “serves as a near census of monthly employment and quarterly wage information … at the national, state, and county levels.” Wages
accounted for by the QCEW include all compensation that is subject to employment taxes, including overtime, sales commissions, bonuses, vacation pay, meal & lodging stipends, and
reported tips. The only pay and employment excluded from the QCEW is that of workers not covered by either state or federal unemployment insurance.
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Figure 8 | California statewide average annual pay per job (as % of average pay of all industries)

Source: California Employment Development Department, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages

Figures 7 and 8 show that relatively high hourly wages for construction do not necessarily aggregate
into relatively high annual income, at least not for residential construction workers. As will be recalled
from Figure 3, the estimated typical hourly Carpenter wage in early 2018 was nearly one-third higher
than the median hourly wage of workers across all occupations. However, the 2017 average annual pay
for residential framing subcontractors, which predominantly employ carpenters, was $39,700 or 40 percent
below the average for all of California’s industries. Average annual pay for all employees of residential
framing contractors, after adjustment for inlation, increased only 2 percent between 1990 and 2017, a
compound annual growth rate less than 0.1 percent.47
In sum, housing construction pay is low relative to other construction work and relative to economywide average pay. Residential contractor average hourly payments for health insurance and retirement
beneit plans are even further below par.
The loss of competitiveness of residential construction wages puts the housing industry in a poor
position. Private and public sector demand for nonresidential construction is healthy. The State of
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California has committed to invest billions annually in transportation infrastructure. The information
sector has fueled strong demand for commercial oice buildings. Evolution in goods supply chains has
motivated major investments in warehouse and distribution center construction. Utilities require new
or overhauled power generation and water-related infrastructure. California contractors who build
new housing will be challenged to recruit large numbers of additional workers until they are able to
substantially reduce the residential pay penalty.
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ob skills training costs time and money, triggering workers and employers to do a costbeneit analysis before they make a commitment. Rather than pay to train workers, residential
construction contractors often rely on poaching already-skilled employees from other irms to ill
key positions. Residential building crews are illed out with lower-wage workers, as evidenced by the
data in Section 5.2. Training occurs with much higher frequency, on the other hand, when employers
are inluenced by collective bargaining and/or government regulation.48

J

While construction leaders and experts have sounded the alarm for four decades about inadequate
contractor investment in craft training (see text box below), the failure of the residential building
industry’s reliance on voluntary private action to train construction workers is clear in national data.
Construction ranks with agriculture and the retail sectors as having the worst rates of skills training of
all U.S. industry sectors.49

Four decades of appeals for voluntary industry commitment to training

1982

“Current [construction industry] training levels are not adequate to meet the shortfall of close to 2
million workers in the construction industry projected by 1990. A signiicant increase in craft training
within the open shop [non-union] sector is essential. … If the open shop sector of construction
remains at the present level of 60 percent [market share] without a signiicant increase in its
training, there could be a long-term deterioration in the quality and productivity of the construction
work force. (Business Roundtable)”50

1997

“The open [non-union] shop, as a whole, has not supported formal craft training to the extent
necessary. They have succeeded by attracting skilled workers from the union sector as market share
shifted and recruiting skilled workers from competitors as individual workload changed. As the well
begins to dry up, the ability to use these methods decreases … (Business Roundtable)”51

2004

“… [T]he open-shop sector as a whole has not supported formal craft training and assessment to the
extent necessary to effect real, meaningful, and lasting change. The lack of standardized training in
the majority of the open-shop sector has been taking its toll. (Construction Users Roundtable)”52

2018

“Owners need to require contractors to invest in training and improve the skill sets of their
workforce. Moreover, contractors must recognize the necessity and beneits of investing in
their employees.”53

Source: Analysis of U.S. Census, American Community Survey 2017 1-Yr PUMS ile
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The biggest indicator of a construction craft worker receiving training is whether or not the worker was
covered under the terms of a collective bargaining agreement. Collective bargaining agreements push
training rates for covered craft workers up to the national average for other industries (Table 6).
Studies have found that apprenticeship training outperforms other workforce training programs in
improving participants’ earnings.54 Apprenticeship training also has the added beneit of being largely
Table 6 | U.S. work related training, by collective bargaining coverage

CONSTRUCTION CRAFTS

OTHER INDUSTRIES

Worker received
employer, government
or apprenticeship-paid
training

Covered

Not
Covered

Covered

Not
Covered

… in last 12 months

16%

6

19%

16%

… in the last 10 years

38%

17

38%

34%

Source: Waddoups (2014)

self-inancing. Employers make training fund contributions based on the number of hours worked by
trades persons who are covered by either a collective bargaining agreement or by California’s prevailing
wage law. Collective bargaining agreements, apprenticeship program standards, and California’s
prevailing wage laws also require contractors to employ apprentices in order to provide them with onthe-job training.
California residential builders in the greater Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay Area regions utilized
apprentices during the 1970s every bit as much (and in the case of San Francisco-Oakland, even more) as
commercial builders, the Bureau of Labor Statistics found (Table 7). The development of a healthy stock
of trained residential trades people assured that the high levels of housing construction could continue
through the 1980s.
Table 7 | California carpenter apprentices’ share of craft employment, 1973

Los Angeles – Long Beach

San Francisco – Oakland

Apprentice Carpenters
(% of Total Carpenters)

10%

14%

Residential apprentice carpenters
(% of Residential Carpenters)

10%

20%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (1976)55
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During the 1970s, when California was producing housing at the average annual rate of 200,000 units,
the state reported an average of 9,000 state-registered carpenter apprentices. Between 1973 and 1982,
more than 11,000 carpenter apprentices statewide completed their programs.56 These carpenters were
the core of California’s trained and skilled residential construction workforce through the 1980s, when
housing production continued at a strong pace.
De-unionization of California’s residential building contractors in the mid- to late-1980s and the
recession of the early 1990s led to sharply reduced demand for apprentices from the residential
contractors. Carpenter apprenticeship completions fell by 50 percent between 1996 and 2005 compared
to the 10 year period between 1973 and 1982.57
Residential contractors have not institutionalized any craft training programs of signiicant scale that
operate outside of the collective bargaining framework. In 2017, over 20,000 California workers were
actively enrolled in joint apprenticeship programs for carpenters, drywall installers, electricians and
non-maintenance plumbers, which is about 10 percent of those trades’ estimated 2017 total construction
sector employment of 206,000. Employer-only (“unilateral”) programs, by contrast, enrolled only 2,100
active apprentices, or about 1 percent of the selected crafts’ total employed workforce.58
Demand for both new housing and nonresidential construction has gathered momentum since 2012
and has already absorbed unemployed residential workers who did not leave the industry or the
Figure 9 | California apprentices, selected trades, by year and program sponsor type

Note: Start counts exclude apprentice agreements with terms less than or equal to 6 months
Source: California Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Apprenticeship Standards
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labor force (Figure 1). Programs undergirded by a jointly administered set of standards opened their
training pipelines in response to post-Great Recession infrastructure investment and demand growth
for nonresidential and heavy and civil construction. Joint programs more than tripled individual
apprenticeship starts – from 1,700 to 6,100 – between 2010 and 2017, rising to levels that topped the
prior building cycle’s heights by 33 percent. Voluntary, employer-only programs, in contrast, managed to
increase apprentice starts by only 246 workers (Figure 9).**
Carpenter apprenticeship starts have increased in proportion to total carpenter employment during the
current construction business cycle. Whereas carpenter apprentice starts during the mid-2000s boom
were less than 4 percent of total carpenter employment, they were 7 percent of total 2017 carpenter
employment, due entirely to increased starts in the joint labor-management programs. Most carpenter
apprentices, however, work on nonresidential public works projects.
Housing contractors by-and-large are institutionally disconnected from the recent increase in the supply
of construction apprentices because most housing contractors are not parties to collective bargaining
agreements nor required to comply with prevailing wage standards. In northern California, unionized
contractors with businesses concentrated in residential building employed only a small minority of all
union-member carpenter apprentices.
Career Technology Education provided by community colleges and private colleges, paid for either
with taxpayer funds, trainees’ personal funds, or by sponsoring employers have not trained craft workers
essential to new housing construction at a scale commensurate with the need.
T Only 1,350 Californians received post-secondary education awards for carpentry, drywall &
insulation, electrical/electrician, or plumbing training on average over the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016
academic years.††
T Over half of construction-related awards were for electrician coursework, which leaves gaps in
support for building foundation, structure, exterior, and inishing-related crafts.
T Only 132 career technology education awards statewide in 2015-2016 were for carpentry and drywall.
Government funding for other, non-apprenticeship training programs similarly provide training at
a scale that falls far short of the level of demand. Job Corps has annual slots in carpentry and home
building-related pre-apprenticeship training programs for 8,250 trainees at dozens of diferent centers
nationwide.61 The programs are geared to train 16 — 24 year olds for between 8-12 months, readying them
for — but not substituting for — registered apprenticeships or training-related jobs.

**

Apprentices who canceled their agreements within the first year are considered “false starts” and are excluded from these and subsequent statistics.

††“Awards” include non-credit awards that require as little as 144 hours of instruction and as much as an associate’s degree. An apprentice award in the selected crafts requires 4 to 5
years of training, including 576 to 720 hours of relevant and supplemental instruction.
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The Home Builders Institute (HBI), a non-proit organization created by the National Association
of Home Builders (NAHB), relies primarily on government funding rather than its own base of forproit developers. A U.S. Department of Labor grant titled "President's High Growth Job Training
Initiative" allows HBI to work in 10 states with high schools, community colleges, employers and the
public workforce investment system to reach and train more than 3,000 young people in the residential
construction industry trades. The HBI’s total annual revenues in 2016 were $25 million, or roughly 2.5
percent of the $1 billion in approximate total annual revenues of apprenticeship programs nationwide.62
The data are clear: construction contractors that are unorganized either around multi-employer
collective bargaining or through the requirements established in government public works contracts
under-invest in training. Deicits in training for new construction trades workers have been
compounding over three decades. Career technology education programs and government preapprenticeship programs are neither suicient to meet labor force needs across all crafts, nor an
adequate substitute for full apprenticeship programs registered with state and federal agencies.
The residential building industry only beneits from apprenticeship programs’ supply of trained workers
when strong demand for residential construction coincides with a decline in nonresidential construction. An
ambitious, sustained drive to more than double annual California housing production ought not to rely
on the occurrence of such a coincidence.
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alifornia housing productivity growth is crucial to increasing housing supply. As summarized by
the McKinsey Global Institute,
[A productivity] increase means that higher value can be provided to customers with the
same or fewer resources, which translates into a desirable mix of higher-quality structures at
lower cost for owners, higher proitability for contractors, and higher wages for workers.63

Productivity growth across the entire U.S. construction sector has lagged economy-wide growth for
decades. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that nationwide construction sector output per
unit of labor declined by almost 13 percent between 1987-2016,64 while productivity in the nonfarm
business sector increased 31 percent during the same period.65
Construction’s industrial building and heavy and civil sub-sectors both have productivity levels and
productivity growth that exceed sector-wide averages. In contrast, the specialty trades that supply
much of the labor for residential builders — such as framing and drywall subcontractors — have the
lowest levels of productivity and the most negative productivity growth rates between 2002 and 2012
out of all of the construction
Figure 10 | California real gross state product per job, chained 2017 dollars
industries.66 For 10 years or
more, subcontractors, when
pushed to meet growth in
demand, have relied on
increasing employment rather
than increasing productivity.
Productivity in California has
matched the national pattern.
Real Gross State Product per
job for construction declined 18
percent between 1998 and 2017
(Figure 10).
California’s construction
productivity gap has three
serious implications for meeting
the challenge of doubling
Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
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California’s output of new housing:
1. Employers need more employees in order to increase output precisely when builders already
are running into tight labor markets, especially in high-demand urban coastal markets;
2. Wage increases are important for attracting more workers to construction, and it is more
diicult to raise wages sustainably when productivity growth is stagnant.
3. Industries with greater productivity have an advantage in competing for productive workers in
a tight labor market.
For decades, observers have commented on potential productivity gains from standardization and ofsite
manufacturing of construction components or virtually complete modules. However relatively little
progress has been made on this front.
Statistics from the prefabricated wood building manufacturing industry indicate the its and starts
of technological change in housing construction. Nationwide capital expenditures by wood building
manufacturers, a mere $75 million in 2005, had shrunk to $45 million in 2016. Nationwide, in 2005 the
small prefabricated wood build industry employed 26,050 production workers. By 2016, the industry had
shed 40 percent of this workforce and employed only 15,600 workers. Industry shipments totaled only
$3.2 billion (current 2016 dollars). These numbers pale in comparison to employment with new housing
builders and framing subcontractors, which, combined, employed 393,000 in 2016.67
While recent investments in factory-built housing technologies
in California signals a new wave of interest in signiicant
technological change in housing production,68 large-scale
adoption is uncertain. Factory investors and managers still
need to reckon with risky, high-amplitude cycles of demand. If
factory-built housing proves to be able to deliver on hoped-for
production eiciencies and successfully ride out a construction
industry recession, investment in factory-built housing modules
may grow by orders of magnitude.

...supervisorial
expertise lost since the
prior business cycle’s
peak has reduced
housing construction
productivity, driving
up total labor costs
(distinct from average
hourly wage rates) by
10 to 20 percent.

Until radical transformation of housing production technology
occurs, however, poor productivity will weigh on housing
production schedules, costs, and excess demands for labor. The
Terner Center for Housing Innovation at UC Berkeley reported
in 2018 that housing industry interviewees from San Francisco
claim that supervisorial expertise lost since the prior business
cycle’s peak has reduced housing construction productivity, driving up total labor costs (distinct from
average hourly wage rates) by 10 to 20 percent.69
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Given current historic low unemployment — and labor supply dynamics to be discussed below in
Section 10 — construction labor productivity must improve if California is to dramatically increase its
housing output without dramatically raising costs of production.
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he housing industry cannot expect to replicate its workforce growth experience of the mid1990s through the mid-2000s. Spiking demand for new housing during that period coincided
with three important developments: (1) the cresting of a wave of less-educated immigrants; (2)
decline of nonresidential construction employment in the wake of the “Dot Com” bubble; and (3) weak
growth of male employment outside of the construction sector. There was a substantial reserve of
workers, and, for many men living in California with few formal credentials, housing was the growth
industry during the early 2000s.

T

Housing production depends more than most industries on workers who are (a) male (b) young and (c)
have lower levels of formal education. This sub-set of the labor force constitutes the “traditional” labor
pool for housing construction trades.
Only 2 percent of the California construction industry’s building trades workers are female, a statistic
that has remained essentially unchanged for at least four decades.70 While construction working
conditions deter most men from choosing the construction trades as a career, women confront
additional barriers.71 While women have better chances of joining the high-skill construction
workforce if they enroll in joint labor-management apprenticeship programs as opposed to unilateral,
employer-only-managed programs, women’s participation levels in apprenticeship remain at very low
levels.72 Public agencies recently have started to partner with construction labor unions to leverage
infrastructure capital improvement programs to increase employment of women and other traditionally
under-represented groups,73 but this model has not been replicated by housing developers.
Table 8 | California males aged 25 — 44, by educational attainment
2005

2017

Change

High School or less

2,361,000

2,159,000

-202,000

Less than High School

1,131,000

833,000

-298,000

High School Diploma or GED

1,230,000

1,326,000

96,000

Some college, including Associates degree

1,386,000

1,665,000

279,000

Four-year+ college degree

1,517,000

1,910,000

393,000

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates, Table B15001
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In 2001, more than half of all male employees of California building foundation, structure, exterior, and
building inishing contractors (NAICS 2381 and 2383) were non-college-educated. Twenty percent were
under the age of 25. Across all sectors, only 37 percent of all male workers had a high school degree or
less, and only 13 percent were under age 25.74
California’s stock of men without any college education has shrunk since the last housing production
boom (Table 8). The supply of men without college education ready and willing to work construction
jobs is unlikely to be inlated in the foreseeable future by any of the major potential sources for increased
labor supply: (1) California population growth; (2) Young workers from other industry sectors; (3) Young,
less-educated immigrants; or (4) Non-college-educated workers from other states.
8.1 CALIFORNIA POPULATION GROWTH
California’s State Department of Finance estimates that California’s population between the ages of
20 and 54 will grow only modestly at an average annual rate of 58,000 between 2018 and 2025.75 The
current labor employment rate of people between the ages of 20 and 54 is 75 percent, which reduces the
average annual growth of employed Californians aged 20 — 54 to 43,000.
If residential construction contractors succeed in attracting an unprecedentedly high ratio of 40 out
of 1,000 total employees (see Figure 4), then we can expect population growth to increase residential
construction employment by about 1,700 employees per year. Of that, we should expect at least 30
percent of the residential contractor employees to work in non-building trades occupations, consistent
with current occupational distribution patterns. It therefore is reasonable to estimate the upper-limit of
annual increases in housing construction employment from population growth alone to around 1,200
workers per year — a tiny fraction of the 100,000 — 200,000 new workers that are needed to stabilize or
reduce housing costs.
8.2 YOUNG WORKERS FROM OTHER SECTORS
Construction’s workforce for basic specialty trades has aged more rapidly than the rest of the economy
due to low hiring rates of young workers. As a result of the disproportionate blows to young building
specialty contractor employment during the Great Recession, and greater rates of hiring older workers
since recovery began in 2012, workers under the age of 35 have fallen from being nearly 60 percent of all
male construction employees to being only 36 percent.76
It is unlikely that housing builders will be able to attract more young workers away from other industries
under a “business as usual” scenario because the subcontractor industries do not pay the premiums that
are needed to motivate large numbers of young workers to switch jobs and attach themselves to building
foundation, structure, exterior, and inishing contractors.
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The U.S. Census Bureau’s Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) program helps to
illustrate why young workers probably will not be won over by current wages to the building specialty
trades that are critical to large-scale housing production. LEHD “Job-to-Job Flows” data track worker
movements across sectors of the economy.77 In 2016, male workers between the age of 25 and 34
who moved from continuous employment in a non-construction sector (the “origin” sector) into the
construction sector (the “destination” sector) had average monthly earnings of $3,250 before changing
employment and $3,920 after becoming a construction sector employee. The average monthly earnings
of stable (full-quarter) new hires of residential building contractors and the building foundation,
structure, exterior and inishing specialty trades contractors for males age 25-34 was only $3,150, less
than the average earnings in the origin sector (Table 9).
Table 9 | California average monthly earnings differentials from job-to-job lows vs. stable new hires, 2016

New hires:
Job-to-Job:
Origin All exc.
Construction

Job-to-Job:
Origin All exc.
Construction

Residential
Building,
Foundation,
Structure &
Finishing

Pay differential:
Construction vs
Origin Sector
Avg Earnings

Pay differential:
Residential &
subcontracto
vs origin
earnings

Avg Origin
Earnings78

Avg
Construction
Earnings

Age 22-24

$2,200

$3,020

$2,510

36%

13%

Age 25-34

$3,250

$3,920

$3,150

20%

-3%

Avg
Earnings79

(%)

(%)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics program data.

8.3 YOUNG IMMIGRANT WORKERS
California’s construction industry has been a major destination for foreign-born male workers since
the 1980s. Construction contractors have relied on this labor pool, paying them average wages that
are signiicantly lower than those paid to U.S.-born workers. Using U.S. Census nationwide household
survey data, researchers have estimated that undocumented immigrant construction workers on average
are paid 47 percent less than U.S.-born construction industry workers.80
Based on estimates calculated from US Census American Community Survey data, foreign-born, nonnaturalized workers constituted almost half of all non-supervisory, non-college-educated California
construction trades workers in 2005. After construction employment plummeted during the Great
Recession, the non-supervisory construction trades labor force contracted, but immigrant, non-citizen
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workers’ share of the total remained essentially unchanged.81 Research into California’s construction
workforce found a concurrent increase in the employment of undocumented immigrant workers and
“informal” or “underground” construction employment, in which employers do not pay workers legally
required fringe beneits or withhold federal and state taxes. The share of California workers unreported
by contractors on payrolls or misclassiied as independent contractors increased by 400 percent from
1972 to 2012.82
Housing builders should not expect to be able to continue to depend on recently arrived immigrants for
the bulk of construction workforce renewal and expansion. Net lows to California of all unauthorized
immigrants turned negative around 2007. In 2009, the number of unauthorized immigrants in California
contracted by 108,000, by one study’s estimate.83

Housing builders
should not expect
to be able to
continue to depend
on recently arrived
immigrants for the
bulk of construction
workforce renewal
and expansion.

Less-skilled young immigrants are far less abundant in
California’s total labor force now than they were during the
housing construction boom of the 2000s. Census household
survey data suggest that the number of young adult (age 1834), non-naturalized, non-college-educated male immigrant
workers in California dropped nearly 60 percent between
2006 and 2017. By comparison, young adult, non-collegeeducated male citizen workers in California decreased in
number by less than 10 percent.84 By 2016, the demographic
bulge of young, less-educated immigrant workers that existed
in California’s labor force before the last housing boom
had moved into the middle of the prime working age range
(Figure 11).

Young adult male non-college-educated immigrants still
frequently work in the construction industry’s building trades occupations. But the turning of the
immigration tide has signiicant implications for California’s construction workforce:
T The number of young (18-34), non-college-educated, non-citizens in California’s construction trades
dropped by two-thirds — or about 130,000 workers — between 2006 and 2017.85
T The median age of non-citizen, non-college-educated construction workers increased from 33 in
2006 to 41 in 2017, and now equals the median age of non-college-educated construction industry
building trades workers who were born in the United States.86
Mexico still ranks as California’s single greatest external source for inlows of male, non-collegeeducated members of the labor force, but California is unlikely to receive a surge of young, less-educated
immigrant males in the decade ahead. Inlows to the United States of less-educated foreign-born
immigrants peaked more than 10 years ago. The nationwide stock of less-educated young (age 15-40)
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Figure 11 | Age distribution of California's non-college-educated male
labor force, by citizenship

Source: Author’s analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data accessed via
IPUMS-USA

immigrants from Mexico is projected to drop to less than half of its current level by the year 2040.87
Housing builders’ go-to pool of labor has shrunk, and contractors will need to look elsewhere in order to
expand its workforce in suicient numbers to meet demand for new housing output.
8.4 WORKERS FROM OTHER STATES
If California builders should not expect inlows of foreign-born workers to meet greatly expanded
demand for construction labor, might they instead entice domestic migration from other states to ill jobs
building housing?
As was the case with young California workers, analysis of relative wage incentives suggests that
the answer is no, at least under status quo conditions. The purchasing power of typical California
construction annual earnings is too low relative to the purchasing power of typical earnings in other
states to reasonably expect migration of construction workers in numbers that would make a dent in the
need for at least 100,000 more workers focused on new housing construction.
California median (50th percentile) nominal earnings for full-time, year-round construction trades
workers were just under $40,000, as measured by the 2017 American Community Survey. Median
earnings fall to $35,200 when all part-time, part-year workers are included. These earnings rank 32nd
and 35th, respectively, among all states.
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Cross-state comparisons of construction trades workers’ nominal annual earnings are poor indicators of the
monetary incentives for skilled construction workers from other states to move to California. California’s
consumer prices, including housing costs, are 14 percent higher than nationwide price averages.88

Table 10 shows 2016 median building trades worker earnings that have been adjusted by a federal
government regional purchasing parity (RPP) index. These adjustments make for better “apples to
apples” comparisons of the purchasing power of median earnings across states and help to clarify and
quantify how typical earnings for workers in California — including construction workers — rank low in
the United States after adjustment for California’s high rents and higher-than-average prices.
T California’s full-time, year-round building trades median income, after state purchasing power
adjustment, is 12 percent below that of nationwide median building trades earnings.
T Purchasing-power-adjusted California median building and construction trades earnings rank 46th
among all states.89
Table 10 | Comparable 12-month earnings of full-time year-round workers by state, 2016 RPP-adjusted dollars

Geography

RPP-Adjusted Median earnings for
civilian employed
population

State Rank:
all Civilians with
earnings

RPP-adjusted
Median earnings
Construction and
extraction
occupations

State Rank:
Construction
Occupations

United States

$44,900

--

$40,600

--

Arkansas

$42,100

44

$38,000

41

Virginia

$49,200

8

$37,800

42

Arizona

$43,400

38

$37,300

43

Tennessee

$43,800

33

$37,000

44

South Carolina

$43,400

38

$36,000

45

California

$42,600

42

$35,900

46

Texas

$43,500

37

$35,300

47

North Carolina

$44,600

31

$35,000

48

Georgia

$45,100

29

$34,600

49

Florida

$39,000

49

$31,500

50

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2012-2016 5-year estimates, Table B24021, and U.S. BEA
2016 Regional Price Parities by State.
Note: RPP-adjusted earnings were rounded to the nearest $100. The margin of error for the California median
construction earnings estimate was $230.
Universal: The full-time, year-round civilian employed population 16 years and over with earnings.
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Texas and several western states do rank after Mexico as other top sources for gross inlows of noncollege-educated men into California’s labor force. But domestic migration estimates from the U.S.
Census American Community Survey (2012-2016 5-year PUMS) indicate that total outlows of such
workers from California outnumber the total inlows:
T Outlows of non-college-educated men from California to Texas, Nevada and Oregon
outnumbered inlows by 2:1
T Outlows from California to Washington State, Arizona, and North Carolina outnumbered
inlows by over 40 percent.
T Inlows to California of non-college-educated men from Florida and Illinois were cancelled
out by outlows.
T California had small net inlows of non-college-educated men in the labor force from New
York and Alaska.90
California’s producers of new housing should not expect that workers most likely to be or become
construction workers will migrate from other states in large numbers to take part in a California
homebuilding blitz under business-as-usual conditions.
California needs to solve its housing labor supply problem by looking for ways to recruit, train, and
retain Californians for the risky work of construction by making the work more rewarding.
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esidential builders and subcontractors have exhausted the easy and unilateral strategies for
accessing more labor to meet higher levels of market demand. They have increased advertising
of job openings;91 increased average weekly hours per worker and full-quarter employment;92
increased utilization of workers with low levels of educational attainment; and readily employed
unauthorized immigrants.93 The industry still inds itself confronting shortages of skilled labor.

R

The “hard” workforce growth strategies that remain are subject to collective action problems and
the challenge of product market demand turbulence. The previous sections of this research paper
provide ample evidence that housing construction contractors, acting voluntarily, have not coordinated
voluntarily to:
T Improve working conditions and lower risks of occupational injury and death
T Re-establish an attractive “compensating diferential” for construction pay
T Invest in training programs
T Re-organize construction work to employ high productivity technologies
Two non-market institutions — collective bargaining and government-regulated labor standards
for construction workers employed on public works projects — are associated with these necessary
changes. This section summarizes key features of both institutional arrangements and evidence of their
association with outcomes for labor that could bolster supply if extended to housing construction.
9.1 CONSTRUCTION TRADES COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
Collective bargaining between construction contractors and building trades unions has features that are
distinct from those found in other sectors. Contractors who believe that they need to tap the labor of
craft union members agree to sign an existing multi-employer “master” labor agreement that covers the
workforces of numerous other contractors. Because contractors’ needs for labor vary widely over time
and geography, the union dispatches craft workers to the contractor only in response to a request. When
the employer no longer has as much demand for labor or has need for a diferent skill set, the union
member is laid of and rejoins the hiring hall list of trades people who are available for work.
Throughout the time that a union member is employed, the signatory contractor pays an hourly wage
to the worker and makes pro rata payments into fringe beneit trust funds that are administered jointly
by labor and management representatives. The trusts direct money for the beneit of union members
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to health insurers, investment irms, and training programs, among other beneit providers. A union
member’s beneits increase or are sustained as a function of total work performed for any master labor
agreement-signatory contractors rather than of continuous employment by a single irm.
Under collective bargaining, the welfare of both workers and contractors is tied to whether or
not together they manage to successfully win a strong share of the volume of work in the targeted
construction sub-market. With strong market share, signatory contractors can more safely bet that the
workforce-related costs that they have to put into their bids for construction projects also will be in the
bids of their competitors.
In the words of construction labor economist Peter Philips, taking long-run costs of developing a
stable, skilled workforce out of competition “cuts through this Gordian knot of free-rider problems and
overcomes the failures of the market” to adequately train the labor force, improve working conditions,
provide a compensating pay diferential, and invest in retention-promoting deferred health and
retirement beneit plans.94 The ield of competition shifts away from minimizing training and deferred
compensation toward eicient management of overhead, materials, labor, and capital. That competition
drives increased utilization of eicient technologies and incentivizes employers to expand and deepen
workers’ skills.
9.2 PUBLIC WORKS PREVAILING WAGE AND APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS
Prevailing wages laws are region- and craft-speciic minimum wage standards that apply to construction
workers employed by private construction irms performing work paid for with public funds.
California’s law originally was created in 1931. All public works contractors are required by statute to pay
workers prevailing wages, make payments to construction workforce training funds, and request and
utilize available apprentices.95 Tax laws incentivize employers to direct a portion of total compensation
into deferred compensation fringe beneit plans.
Contractors that wish to bid on public works projects incorporate into their bids the costs of prevailing
wages. Bidders that are party to multi-employer labor agreements pay workers a speciied base wage
and direct additional hourly fringe beneit amounts to beneit trusts as prescribed by their agreement(s).
Bidders that are not bound to any labor agreement pay workers the base wage but may choose to pay the
fringe beneit balance either by making contributions to qualiied plans, by “putting it all on the check,”
or by some combination. Payments to qualiied beneit plans are tax-advantaged, as federal and state
payroll taxes are levied on wages up to certain limits.
California public works-related labor laws also promote utilization of apprentices. First, contractors
must formally request apprentices from local apprenticeship programs and are subject to state penalties
if they fail to do so. Second, apprentices are subject to separate, reduced-rate schedules of wages and
hourly fringe beneit payments. Firms that efectively train apprentices can actually save on labor costs.
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If 60 percent of all 96,000
new taxpayer subsidized
low-income housing units
that were developed over
the decade of the 2000s
were subject to the
standards, that amounts
to 60,500 units, or less
than ive percent of all
1.36 million new California
housing units permitted...

California’s prevailing wage laws apply to construction of new
housing projects that are inanced at least in part with grants,
certain loans, and/or discounted land from State and local
public agencies. A sample of low-income housing projects
in California from between 2001 and 2010 indicates that
approximately 60 percent of projects were subject to either a
federal or state requirement to pay prevailing wages.96

The relative scale of the impact of prevailing wage standards
on California’s housing industry, however, has been small.
If 60 percent of all 96,000 new taxpayer subsidized lowincome housing units that were developed over the decade
of the 2000s were subject to the standards, that amounts to
60,500 units, or less than ive percent of all 1.36 million new
California housing units permitted that decade. We can safely
assume that prevailing wage standards have to this point exerted little inluence on average and median
labor standards for residential builders and subcontractors.
9.3 PREVAILING WAGE LAWS, COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, AND RISKS OF INJURY AND DEATH

Prevailing wage laws do not regulate worksite safety. Prevailing wage standards, however, indirectly
reinforce training through mandates for contractors to make payments to training funds based on the
number of building trades work hours performed on State of California public works projects. Similarly,
collective bargaining agreements promote training that educates workers about preventing occupational
injuries and illnesses. Labor-management agreements contain provisions that empower workers to voice
concerns with jobsite practices or conditions that endanger worker safety, ofering protections against
employer retaliation that are stronger than anti-retaliation protections under general labor laws. Greater
unionization of an industry “increases the probability and stringency” of inspections by government
occupational health and safety agents, studies have found repeatedly.97
Numerous academic researchers have linked collective bargaining and prevailing wage laws with
positive construction worker occupational health outcomes. One study showed that construction fatality
incidence rates in states with strong prevailing wage laws were one-third lower than in states with weak
or no laws. A second study found lower reports by construction workers of disabilities in prevailing wage
law states versus no-law states. An academic economist employed peer-reviewed statistical analysis
techniques and found that non-fatal injuries occurred at signiicantly lower rates in prevailing wage law
states compared to states without such laws.98 A recent replication of an academic study of construction
fatal injury risks found a 26 percent diference in incidence rates between states with weak or no
prevailing wage laws versus states with strong or average prevailing wage laws.99
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9.4 PREVAILING WAGE LAWS, COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND TRAINING
Construction workers who are covered by collective bargaining agreements receive training at higher
rates, as summarized Section 6. The relationship between collective bargaining and greater incidence
rates of training holds up even after controlling for traits of workers and employers that hypothetically
are related to the likelihood of training irrespective of collective bargaining coverage status.100
Prevailing wage laws similarly have been found to increase construction worker training. One statistical
study found that states in the U.S. with prevailing wage laws covering state-funded public works projects
had apprenticeship enrollment rates that were 6 to 8 percent higher than states without such laws.101
A novel, but preliminary study of apprenticeship program assets nationwide found that states without
prevailing wage laws account for only 15% of all construction training assets, despite containing almost
one third of the nationwide total blue-collar construction workforce. The study found that doubling
of states’ construction unionization rate is associated with an average of 65% higher apprenticeship
training investment per construction worker.102
Apprenticeship completion rates were signiicantly higher in states with prevailing wage laws. States that
repealed their prevailing wage laws in the 1970s and 1980s experienced decreases of 40 percent in the
utilization of apprentices relative to employment of journey-level workers.103
Apprenticeship completion is highly meaningful. Apprenticeship program completers were found to
have a dramatically higher lifetime earnings diferential of $240,000 compared to nonparticipants in
apprenticeship with similar demographic traits.104 If workers had greater knowledge of such outcomes
and conidence that contractor demand for apprentice labor will be suicient to enable program
completion, then recruitment and retention rates for the construction trades would most likely improve.
California’s housing construction industry desperately needs more supervisory-caliber workers and
deeper pools of contractors. Joint labor-management training programs historically have served as
programs for developing both future supervisors and future contractors. A mid-20th century California
study found that of apprentices who completed apprenticeship training programs, nearly 3 in 10 had
become foremen or supervisors within 5 years. Another 13 percent became contractors.
9.5 PREVAILING WAGE LAWS, COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND
“COMPENSATING DIFFERENTIALS”
As shown in Section 5, compensation diferentials in pay for risky construction work have been on
the decline, relative to pay for other, less risky work. Diferentials in employer-paid fringe beneits, in
fact, are negative. The absence of a compensating reward for higher risk is particularly prevalent for
societally marginalized groups, like unauthorized foreign-born workers.105
Collective bargaining agreements and prevailing wage laws set wages for construction workers who tend
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to be concentrated in specialized construction sub-sectors at levels higher than the median of wages
of construction trades workers across all industries, a fact that frequently draws critics. One academic
journal-published study found that in the union/nonunion wage diferential for construction workers
in California in 2000 was nearly 50 percent. Another study of prevailing wages in California in the early
2000s found similar unadjusted diferentials. What the academic study recognized and subsequently
controlled for is the fact that wage diferentials are inluenced by employer and individual worker traits.
Multi-employer collective bargaining agreements provide for health care beneits that beneit
construction workers in two respects. First and unsurprisingly, collective bargaining delivers health
insurance coverage to workers at dramatically higher rates than is the case for workers employed by
non-union contractors. Second, collectively bargained and administered multi-employer health and
welfare trusts design insurance plans to smooth out some of the risks to workers’ inances from industry
economic turbulence. As a result, an empirical, academic peer-reviewed study found that “there does not
appear to be a cyclical pattern in health insurance prevalence among union workers.” 106
Investment in fringe beneits for construction workers also induce complementary training efects.107
Increases in fringe beneits as a ratio of wages leads to a larger increase in training assets in proportion
to construction labor indicators.108 This is consistent with a “high road” workforce development logic:
contractors who devote a larger portion of total compensation to fringe beneits also invest in training
because they expect to reap productivity returns through higher rates of retention of trained workers
(and vice versa).
Prevailing wage laws help to keep average incomes and fringe beneits at levels that are more
competitive with other industries in the labor market. More than a dozen diferent studies of cross-state
variation of construction worker incomes found that prevailing wage laws are associated with positive
wage diferentials between 2 percent and 17 percent (Table 1).109 The diferentials may be understated
due to the fact that in most states prevailing wages directly inluence about 20 percent of construction
spending. A journal-published 2018 study found that states that repealed prevailing wage laws negatively
impacted voluntary fringe beneit payments by construction contractors.110
Housing builders and subcontractors will not sustainably win over between 100,000 and 200,000
new workers into the residential building trades without raising wages and increasing the health
and retirement security of construction workers. If made to apply to a critical mass of new housing
construction, prevailing wage standards could be instrumental to meeting workforce expansion needs.
9.6 PREVAILING WAGE LAWS, COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND GREATER
EFFICIENCY OF PRODUCTION
Analysis of construction productivity at the national, sectoral level is diicult. Analysis of productivity
at the sub-national, sub-sectoral level is fraught with deinitional and measurement challenges.
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Nonetheless, evidence suggests that prevailing wage laws and/or collective bargaining are positively
associated with changes that increase construction labor productivity.
A cross-state examination of various productivity and eiciency measures found that higher statewide
construction industry unionization rates are associated with more capital-intensive technologies and
greater production eiciencies.111 For example, doubling states’ rate of unionization is associated with
higher ratios of capital-per-worker and materials put-in-place per construction worker for the specialty
Table 11 | Summary of studies estimated prevailing wage law total sector earnings effects

Study

Authors

Year

Geography

Effect
Range

Best Estimate
(or Average)

1

Frank Manzo IV; Kevin Duncan

2018

7-state region, with Minnesota
at center

--

--

2

Frank Manzo IV; Robert Bruno; Jill Manzo

2018

United States

8.8%-27.1%

15.0%

3

Ari Fenn; Zhi Li; Gabriel Pleites;
Chimedlkham Zorigtbaatar; Peter Philips

2018†

United States

1.9%-4.2%

3.1%*

4

Frank Manzo IV; Kevin Duncan

2018

Indiana and 3 states with prevailing
wage (Illinois, Ohio, Michigan)

7.0%-15.1%

8.5%

5

Lameck Onsarigo; Alan Atalah; Frank
Manzo IV; Kevin Duncan

2017

9-state region, with Ohio at center

--

16.1%

6

Kevin Duncan; Frank Manzo IV

2016

10-state region, with Kentucky
at center

--

10.3%

7

Frank Manzo IV; Robert Bruno; Kevin
Duncan

2016

United States (*veterans)

7.0%-10.7%

8.9%

8

Frank Manzo IV: Alex Lantsberg; Kevin
Duncan

2016

United States

15.7%-17.2%

17.2%

9

Kevin Duncan; Stephen Herzenberg;
Alex Lantsberg; Frank Manzo IV

2016

New England (6 states)

12.2%-31.8%

16.2%

10

Kevin Duncan; Alex Lantsberg

2015

United States

--

14%

11

Frank Manzo IV: Robert Bruno;
Scott Littlehale

2014

Indiana

4.5%-10.7%

8.4%

12

Frank Manzo IV: Robert Bruno

2014

United States

1.6%-1.7%

1.6%

13

Peter Philips

2014

Kentucky

4%-8%

6%*

14

Michael Kelsay; L. Randall Wray;
Kelly Pinkham

2004

10 states repealing laws from
1979-1995

--

3.4%

15

Daniel Kessler; Lawrence Katz

2001†

United States

2.0%-4.0%

3.4%

16

Peter Philips; Garth Mangum;
Norm Waitzman; Anne Yeagle

1995

9 states repealing laws from 19791988

--

7.5%

Average of 16 Studies

9.0%

*Average of effect range. †Peer-reviewed in an academic journal.
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trades and the heavy construction sub-sectors. Subsequent studies consistently found that value added
per construction worker is higher in states with prevailing wage laws. States with prevailing wage laws
have a ratio of volume of materials to hours of construction labor that is greater on average than states
without laws.112 This suggests that better compensated workers install materials at greater rates of
eiciency.
9.7 PREVAILING WAGE LAWS AND HOUSING PROJECT COSTS
There is consensus that prevailing wage laws and collective bargaining raise worker earnings
and improve health and retirement fringe beneits. Studies disagree, however, whether increased
construction hourly labor compensation costs necessarily translate into signiicantly higher
project costs.
The preponderance of methodologically rigorous studies of the efect of prevailing wage laws on
construction costs ind no statistically signiicant efect.113 Several studies have attempted statistical
analysis of cost efects of prevailing wage standards on California low income housing rental housing
projects. Unfortunately, estimation of regulatory policy impacts is diicult across a state as diverse as
California. One frequently cited cost estimate, for example, is the product of a two-stage statistical
model that failed in its irst stage to attain conventionally accepted levels of statistical robustness.114
A re-analysis of data collected for the State of California from over 300 apartment projects initiated
between 2001 and 2010, found that public policy choices around the scale of housing projects, parking
standards, and approval delays, among other things, have greater inluences on costs than paying
construction workers prevailing wages.115
One critical test of the impact of prevailing wage standards on housing project costs has not occurred.
Can and will project developers and contractors adjust to higher hourly labor costs by increasing total
productivity? It is plausible that a loor for worker wages and beneits could incentivize the discovery
and/or implementation of eicient housing production technology, from start to inish.

Duncan et al. studied the dynamics of eficiency of
school construction before and after introduction of
a prevailing wage law for public works projects in the
Canadian province of British Columbia. The authors
found that “in a relatively short period, the construction
industry adjusted to wage requirements by increasing
overall eficiency.”116
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rofessor Peter Philips of the University of Utah, who has explored the complexity of
construction trades’ labor markets and institutions for over three decades, put the central
problem — and potential solution — of construction skilled workforce needs succinctly in his
book chapter, “Dual worlds: the two growth paths of US construction”:

P

The future development of US construction presents a contest between a contractor strategy
that relies upon a crew of career craft workers and a contractor strategy that relies upon a
handful of key workers backed by a majority of casual and cheaper labor. The presence or
absence of government regulation on the wages of construction workers on public works
proves to be key to the choice between the high-wage, high-skill path and the low-wage, lowskill path for construction.117
For California’s critical housing supply needs, the low-wage, low-skill path has come to a dead end,
and has revealed itself as an unsustainable solution to the residential construction industry’s longterm workforce and productivity growth needs. Challenging work requirements, combined with
extraordinary physical and economic occupational risks, deter many who might overlook societal biases
that diminish the status of manual craft work from even considering working in the residential building
trades. For those who are open to such work, negligible compensating pay diferentials and sub-par
employer-paid fringe beneits results in weak worker attachment to the societally crucial work of
building new housing.
Weak worker attachment to either speciic housing construction employers or to the housing
construction industry leads to paltry employer and worker investments in training and skills
development. Contractors that specialize in building housing subdivisions or apartments assume
that the construction worker will either depart to work for another irm or another industry. Hence,
contractors invest minimally in deepening workers’ skills. For their part, workers in the residential
foundation, structure, exterior, and inishing trades recognize that the next housing bust could leave up
to forty percent of them jobless. They rationally decide not to invest their own time and money in the
career technical education oferings of community colleges.
Housing industry productivity is hampered by low rates of training, compensation that fails to attract
or retain skilled and ambitious people when commercial construction opportunities are available, and
vicious economic luctuations that lead to rapid hiring then iring of hundreds of thousands of workers
and the rise and fall of thousands of construction contracting business establishments.
Taking together (1) occupational demands and risks; (2) relatively unattractive total compensation;
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and (3) extraordinarily low training expenditures, it is not surprising that residential construction
contractors’ hires have tended increasingly to be entrants to California’s labor market who have low
levels of education and who often are the most vulnerable members of society.
But California housing builders’ reservoir of casual, less-skilled labor is not reilling itself. California
cannot wait for the economic stars to align, as they did in the mid-2000s, so that housing builders can
ind suicient “cheap labor” to build new housing that is urgently needed in the immediate future.
California policy makers should not expect housing construction’s lead private players to end the vicious
circle described above through voluntary action. Residential construction’s highly decentralized form of
industrial organization makes free-rider problems too insidious. The incentive and temptation to wait
for others to shoulder the burdens that must be born to recruit, train, and encourage the retention of a
more skilled and productive workforce will lead only to protracted collective inaction.
Paraphrasing Professor Philips: The abundant and destructive free-rider strategies found in housing
construction need to be brought under control through appropriate regulations. While direct regulation
of training, health and pension arrangements is not necessarily required for a healthy housing
construction industry, background regulations that promote labor-management cooperation around
these vital elements of skilled construction workforce development are needed to restore California
residential building to the production engine that it once was.118
What was true in 2003, when Philips analyzed the U.S. construction industry, is every bit as much true
in California today. What has changed for California is the urgency of the need to heed his analysis and
recommendation.
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